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ABSTRACT 
Surface ships in the modern Navy are moving from fluorescent lights to LED 
lights. New light communication techniques are slowly coming online and are bringing 
new communication applications that would provide more users and coverage on the 
communications network onboard U.S. Navy ships compared to current wireless 
communication technologies such as Wi-Fi. As time goes on, more bandwidth is needed 
for our communications, and the current use of the electromagnetic spectrum will not be 
able to meet the required demands. A solution to this problem would be to use new 
cutting-edge technologies such as Light Fidelity (LiFi) and power line communications 
(PLC). Current Department of Defense concepts for deploying LiFi communication 
systems are currently limited but might have numerous applications for consideration 
such as a sailor being connected to the maintenance library and having all of the required 
maintenance cards updated in real time. Another reason why LiFi or PLC implementation 
would be great is that the current number of users on ships is limited to only desktops 
with network drops. By using LiFi and PLC, more users can access the network. These 
capabilities reduce the emission footprint of a naval vessel and make work on a ship 
easier to accomplish. The primary effort of this study is to see whether LiFi and PLC are 
feasible for a naval vessel. Real-world testing was conducted to see the baseline 
characteristics of LiFi and PLC hardware. 
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The Navy is getting rid of florescent lights and moving to LED (light emitting 
diodes) lights, with LEDs becoming the new primary lighting infrastructure onboard ships 
within the Navy. There are new cutting-edge technologies associated with LEDs that 
provide more coverage and users on the communications network onboard U.S. Navy 
ships, compared to current wireless communication technologies such as Wi-Fi. Currently, 
the electromagnetic spectrum is becoming more and more congested due to newer 
technologies being designed and implemented throughout the spectrum. In addition, ideas 
such as implementing a Wi-Fi network are not feasible onboard a naval ship because the 
radio frequency emissions present a vulnerability to detection and exploitation of the ship 
network. Visible light communication technologies are a viable solution to this problem. 
This thesis conducts testing to see if implementing Light Fidelity (LiFi) and power line 
communication (PLC) are optimal tools to combat this issue. The current wired network 
infrastructure onboard a naval ship is currently outdated and is costly to remove and 
upgrade. There have been discussions on how to proceed forward and the integration of 
PLC and LiFi might be a possible solution due to being able to back fit the current 
architecture to allow these technologies. The application of these technologies is fairly 
simple and is almost a plug-and-play format. Current commercial LiFi units are pricey, but 
the current commercial PLC units are cheap and can significantly save the Navy big dollars 
down the road. 
A. PURPOSE 
The communication bandwidth on a Navy ship is currently becoming more and 
more congested due to new equipment taking up more bandwidth within the 
electromagnetic spectrum. In addition, the Navy is looking to find ways to minimalize the 
electromagnetic signature of the ships at sea. This thesis conducts testing to show the 
possibility of increasing the communications capacity on a ship and mobility by switching 
to commercial light communication and implementing commercial PLC products. 
2 
B. RESEARCH QUESTIONS 
This thesis has many research questions that need to be answered. The main points 
of emphasis are bulleted below.  
• What is the performance of power line communication units in a shipboard 
environment? 
• What are the performance characteristics of commercial LiFi products in a 
shipboard environment? 
• Can we integrate commercial PLC units and LiFi products, and what would 
their performance be when integrated?  
• Can we use current U.S. Navy ship lighting and integrate commercial LiFi 
products into current ship hardware?  
• What is the performance of PLC units with shipboard power cabling?  
• What is the performance when we integrate commercial LiFi with shipboard 
lighting fixtures, with commercial PLC units and shipboard power cables to 
reproduce a shipboard environment?  
• What is the electromagnetic radiation seen from commercial PLC units and 
is this a possible vulnerability in regards to the ships electromagnetic 
signature? 
C. ASSUMPTIONS 
U.S. Navy ships have steel-plated bulkheads/walls. This thesis assumes during each 
test that each integrated system signal is not radiated externally. Onboard a Navy ship, 
there are hatches that lead to the outer skin of the ship. Due to possible openings there is a 
possibility that unintended emissions from the PLC units and the communications signal 
from the LiFi unit might propagate to the exterior of the ship. 
The U.S. Navy lighting electrical system is 120V, three-phase, and 60 Hz; it is 
supplied from the power circuits through transformer banks [1]. This thesis assumes the 
3 
use of a grounded circuit, although U.S Navy ships actually use ungrounded circuits for 
safety reasons.  
U.S. Navy ships typically have classified and unclassified networks operating 
parallel with each other. For this thesis, the network being implemented is an unclassified 
network, since the current goal is to use the technologies implemented for unclassified 
purposes, such as preventive maintenance systems, morale, welfare and recreation 
applications, and to pass unclassified email or chat between sailors onboard the ship. 
D. THESIS ORGANIZATION 
This thesis is organized in the following manner. Chapter II provides a current 
background of LiFi and PLC technology. Chapter III goes into detail on the experimental 
design that was established to conduct testing. Chapter IV discusses the performance 
results. Chapter V provides conclusions and recommendations for future work related to 
this research.  
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II. CURRENT LIFI AND PLC TECHNOLOGIES  
This chapter of the thesis discusses the current LiFi and PLC Technologies with a 
focus on how the equipment works, its strengths, weaknesses, and modulation schemes, 
and currently available commercial products. In addition, the chapter discusses the 
background of tempest effects on PLC, some background information on the integration of 
PLC and LiFi, and how the U.S. Navy shipboard power and lighting works. 
A. LIGHT FIDELITY (LIFI) 
This section gives a background pertaining to how LiFi works and describes its 
strengths, weaknesses, and modulation techniques. This chapter also describes  commercial 
products that are currently available for use. 
1. Background and How it Works 
LiFi is a new emerging technology that was proposed in 2011 by Hearld Haas, a 
German physicist [2]. LiFi is a short-range wireless communication system that leverages 
the light generated by LED bulbs as the data transmission medium [2]. Unlike most visible 
light communication (VLC) technologies, LiFi is a full-blown communications system like 
WiFi. This can be seen in Figure 1. This is because LiFi has the following core principal 
building blocks: networking and protocols, interference mitigation and security, medium 
access control (MAC) protocols, link-level algorithms, and channel modeling while 
maintaining the standard VLC components [3]. 
6 
.  
Figure 1. Component Chart of LiFi and VLC Source [3]. 
2. Strengths  
LiFi is a technology that has many strengths that make it is useful for the Navy and 
several commercial applications For instance, the capacity that LiFi brings to the table is 
roughly 10,000 times more than the current limited at the radio frequency spectrum [2]. 
The projected speed for LiFi is estimated to be greater than 10 Gigabits/sec [4]. Due to the 
short wavelength of light, which is in the nanometer category, information is more secure. 
Even though light can be reflected, refracted, and diffracted the use of LiFi provides more 
security than WiFi. This is due to LiFi being less likely to be intercepted by an 
eavesdropping device. In addition, for the eavesdropper to exploit the information it needs 
to have a clear line of site to the transmitter. In contrast to WiFi signals, which have much 
greater propagation in an obstructed environment, LiFi signals are less vulnerable to 
eavesdropping the availability and efficiency for LiFi are better than current WiFi products 
because LED lights are cheap, they consume less energy, and most light fixtures can be 
retrofitted with LEDs [5].  
3. Weaknesses 
Like all great technologies in the world there are associated limitations that must 
be understood so that the technology can be used with maximum efficiency. For instance, 
the short-wave form of light prevents it from penetrating thick walls or any object that is 
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opaque [2]. This limitation requires an unobstructed line-of-site path between transmitter 
and receiver for data to be reliably exchanged. LEDs, though cheap and energy efficient, 
also have some drawbacks for communications transmission. The characteristics of limited 
peak optical power can cause clipping of the large peaks when the signal is modulated, and 
a nonlinear transfer function which causes a distortion of the signal [6]. 
4. Modulation 
Since LiFi still uses the electromagnetic spectrum due to light being in the range of 
380 nm to 750 nm band [2], the modulation techniques in radio frequency communication 
can be used by LiFi with some modifications [3]. For instance, single carrier modulation 
exists with techniques such as Amplitude Shift Key, Pulse Width Modulation, M-ary Pulse 
Amplitude Modulation, M-ary Pulse Position Modulation, Carrier-less Amplitude and 
Phase Modulation, and Discrete Fourier Transformation Spread Orthogonal Frequency 
Division Multiplexing [5]. Single carrier modulation is used for applications that need to 
be more energy efficient, as compared to multi-carrier techniques [5]. Multi-carrier 
techniques consist of DC-biased optical orthogonal frequency division multiplexing, 
inherent unipolar modulation, superposition orthogonal frequency division multiplexing, 
and some hybrid orthogonal frequency division multiplexing techniques [5]. Multicarrier 
techniques are more bandwidth efficient. In addition, as data rates are increased the single 
carrier modulation techniques begin to suffer undesired effects, such as non-linear signal 
distortion [5]. Another technique that is used is the Hadamard Coded Modulation, which 
is discussed further on in this section. In addition, Li-Fi also has some unique modulation 
techniques, and one of them is color shift key (CSK). Color shift key works by taking bit 
patterns encoded to color (wavelength) combinations [7]. The IEEE standard separates 7 
color bands in the light spectrum in order to provide multiple color LED options for 
communication [7]. 
 
a. Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing (OFDM) Modulation  
The most common multicarrier technique in LiFi technologies is orthogonal 
frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) [3]. OFDM is popular for multiple reasons, but 
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the primarily driving reasons are its high spectral efficiency, simple one-tap frequency 
domain equalization, and robustness against narrow-band interreference [8]. An example 
of the OFDM modulation process is shown in Figure 2. 
 
Figure 2. Block Diagram of OFDM System Source [8]. 
One key concern with LiFi signals is that the signal needs to be unipolar [3]. There 
are multiple techniques to address this issue, but the two main OFDM techniques are 
asymmetrically clipped optical OFDM (ACO-OFDM) and DC-biased optical OFDM 
(DCO-OFDM) [8]. ACO-OFDM works by imposing a Hermitian symmetry on the 
subcarriers after the IFFT to make sure the signal has a real valued output. Then the odd 
subcarriers are used for data transmission and the even subcarriers are set to zero [3]. How 
DCO-OFDM works is that a positive direct current bias is added to the signal and after the 
signal has been processed by the Inverse Fast Fourier Transform (IFFT) the negative 
portion of the signal is clipped [3], [8].  
b. Hadamard Coded Modulation 
Hadamard Coded modulation (HCM) is a modulation technique that uses binary Hadamard 
matrices to encode the input data stream. The modulation technique is simple and is 
implemented by a fast Walsh-Hadamard transform [8]. Figures 3 and 4 show the HCM 
process of how a data stream gets modulated and demodulated when using the HCM 
technique. The technique uses a Fast Walsh-Hadamard Transform (FWHT) instead of 
using a IFFT like in OFDM cases. 
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Figure 3. Block Diagram of HCM Transmitter Source: [8]. 
 
Figure 4. Block Diagram of HCM Receiver Source: [8]. 
HCM has multiple reasons for use. A key application is that the HCM technique 
has a lower peak-to-avg power ratio than OFDM, which gives brighter illumination in VLC 
technologies like LiFi [8]. Another reason HCM is a preferred modulation choice is that 
the low amplitudes of the signal provide a smaller amount of distortion from clipping [8]. 
One of the key issues with HCM is inter-symbol interference for dispersive channels [8]. 
To correct this issue, an interleaver and deinterleaver are implemented into the circuit. 
Noshad and Brandt-Pearce did simulation work comparing the bit error rates of 




Figure 5. Bit Error Rate for OFDM and HCM Modulation Source: 
[8]. 
Initially, the OFDM is a better option but as the average optical power increases, the HCM 
techniques have a better bit error rate, allowing the visible light technologies to run at 
higher optical power levels [8]. 
5. Commercial Products 
LiFi products are becoming more and more common as the technology gets more 
developed. Currently, the major players are PureLiFi Company, Oledcomm Company, and 
VLNComm Company [2]. Pure LiFi was the first to develop a commercialized LiFi 
product [2]. The first product of this company was Li-1st, which provided 5 Mbps uplink 
and downlink in a three-meter coverage area [2]. Pure LiFi is currently looking at and 
producing multiple products for multiple applications in the consumer market. In 2018, 
PureLiFi produced a product named LiFi-XC. The system included an access point and a 
USB dongle. The system specifications indicate it can support eight stations with full 
duplex and bidirectional communication with a data rate of 43 Mbps. In addition, the 
modulation scheme used is OFDM [2]. The next company is Oledcomm; the company is 
from France and has was created in 2012 [2]. The company has focused not only on ready 
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to use devices but has designed and implemented firmware, modems, and chipsets. The 
company products are not limited to indoor use and are compatible with multiple types of 
LED configurations [2]. One of their new key products is called MyLiFi. It is a desk lamp 
that is rated for a data rate of 23Mbps, but in the lab it was shown to have a theoretical 
speed of 224 Mbps [2]. Another company that has made major headway into the 
commercial LiFi product realm is VLNComm Company. This company is American based 
and helped shaped the IEEE standard 802.15.7 VLC [2]. This company has many products 
and the Luminex LiFi Panel is one of the products used in this thesis. The primary 
modulation scheme used is HCM [2]. VLNComm is pushing out many new products and 
continues to be a major player in LiFi.  
B. POWER LINE COMMUNICATION (PLC) 
This section gives a background pertaining to how PLC works, along with a 
description of its strengths, weaknesses, modulation techniques, and tempest effects. This 
chapter also describes commercial products that are currently available for use. 
1. Background and How it Works  
Power line communications technology was originally used for protection of the 
power distribution system in case of faults, and since many of these power stations were 
remote and not hooked up to the telephone network, the passing of information through the 
power lines was the solution to reach these remote locations [9]. Until a combination of 
events occurred in the 90s, the data was limited to kb/sec and was not able to pass 
multimedia and higher data intensive applications. Four major factors helped grow PLC 
from kb/s to Mb/s: the growth of the internet, the technological advancements of very large-
scale integration (VLSI), advancements in digital signal processing, and deregulation of 
the telecommunications market [9].  
2. Strengths 
One of the biggest reasons why PLC is attractive is because the infrastructure is 
already in place, and no new telephone or cable wires are needed to connect homes or 
current businesses since they are already connected. In addition, in remote areas, telephone 
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or cable wires might not exist, and tapping into the power line cables is a feasible solution 
to establish connectivity [9]. Another advantage of PLC is the “last inch access” with PLC 
units in the home where, every outlet has the potential for broadband connections [9]. An 
example of the “last-inch access” is shown in Figure 6.  
 
Figure 6. Diagram of PLC in a Typical Household Source: [9].  
Due to the feature of plug and play, this technology can be used in many locations and 
many regions across the world. 
3. Weaknesses 
With this current technology, there are some key issues that need to be addressed 
such as varying impedance, noise, and high levels of frequency-dependent attenuation [9]. 
The channel between the outlets in a home is complex; it is a complex transfer function, 
which leads to varying impedance due to the transmission loads at different outlets  [9]. 
Noise is an issue because it is not white Gaussian noise. The noise can be broken down 
into four major categories: colored noise, narrowband background noise, impulse noise 
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that is synchronous with the generator supply frequency, and impulse noise asynchronous 
with the frequency of the power main [9]. The first three have some ill effects on data 
transmission, but the impulse noise, when asynchronous with the sources frequency, is the 
worst noise effect due to the noise being 50 dB greater than the background noise spectrum 
[9]. This effect occurs when the load from the power line is suddenly switched on or off. 
The time frame is in the microsecond to millisecond range [9]. Even though this is a short 
effect there is strong likelihood that data is lost when this effect occurs.  
4. Modulation
Many modulation techniques have been used for PLC, such as frequency shift 
keying, code-division modulation, and OFDM [9]. OFDM is the primary modulation 
technique for PLC due to the ability to avoid some carriers where the attenuation is too 
large [10]. In addition, OFDM corrects the inter-symbol interference problem through the 
use of a longer cyclic prefix [9].  
5. Commercial Products
There are many commercial products out on the market from many different 
companies. The products that are commonly used are products from Netgear, TP-Link, and 
D-Link. These companies say that their top of the line products produce an advertised speed
of two GB/s [11], [12], [13]. The newer products are available in a plug and play format,
have multiple input and output channels built in, and are able to run at various speeds [11],
[12], and [13].
6. Tempest/Electromagnetic Radiation Emissions from PLC
Tempest is a U.S. government code word that identifies a classified set of standards 
for limiting electric or electromagnetic emanations from electric, electronic, electro-
mechanical or electro-optical equipment [14]. In the use of communication systems, there 
is a tendency to use square waves and high switching frequencies; these techniques for 
communication give off high levels of electromagnetic radiation that make it possible for 
our adversary to locate the equipment and possibly eavesdrop and harness the information 
being communicated [14]. To address these effects, there are four key parts. They are 
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physical security, emissions security, transmission security and cryptographic security 
[14]. This work considers the emissions security and transmission security aspect to see if 
the commercial power line communications create a vulnerability to our ships at sea. Based 
on the results, if vulnerabilities are determined, mitigation factors can be taken and put into 
place. An example might be to use tempest hardening such as placing more shielding on 
electrical cables or around PLC devices [14]. 
C. PLC AND LIFI INTEGRATION
PLC and LiFi integration has been conducted in various studies. The purpose of
bringing together these two technologies is to maximize the cost effectiveness of low-cost 
lighting and to provide an easy way to have broadband access [15]. An example of a typical 
PLC integrated with LiFi is shown in Figure 7. 
Figure 7. Diagram of the Integration of PLC and LiFi. Source [16]. 
The integration of PLC and LiFi is fairly simple, and the format is almost a plug and play 
style format, which means it is easy for the end user to be able to implement. Multiple 
studies have examined OFDM modulated systems and the studies show that PLC units with 
OFDM modulation do not affect the overall function of lighting in the LiFi unit and as the 
number of data carriers increase, the data rate increases due to core OFDM principals [16]. 
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D. NAVY SHIPBOARD POWER/LIGHTING 
The testing in this thesis is relevant to U.S. Navy shipboard electrical lighting 
infrastructure. Currently onboard the ships in the fleet, there are two power configurations: 
450 V, 60 Hz three-phase alternating current and 120 V, 60 Hz three-phase alternating 
current [1]. The power to the lighting distribution network comes from an electric generator 
and then is converted down from 450 V, 60 HZ to 120 V, 60 Hz via a lighting transformer 
[1]. The lighting onboard the U.S. Navy ships used to be fluorescent lighting, but due to 
the sustained performance and the decreasing cost of LEDs, the Navy has decided to 
implement LED lighting. This change occurred in 2015 and was directed by the Secretary 
of the Navy. Reasons for this change is LEDs are longer lasting, more energy efficient, 
safer, and cost effective [17]. 
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III. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP AND DESIGN
This chapter describes the required configurations needed to answer the research 
questions. It requires five scenarios with multiple parts and with each scenario building 
upon each other with the exception of the final scenario. The final scenario considers 
electromagnetic radiation emissions from commercial PLC units.  
A. SCENARIO 1: TESTING OF COMMERCIAL POWER LINE
COMMUNICATION PRODUCTS AND COMMERCIAL LIFI PRODUCT 
The first scenario for this thesis is the testing of commercial PLC products and
commercial LiFi products. The performance measurements being taken are upload speed, 
download speeds, and ping rates with various packet sizes.  
1. Testing Commercial Power Line Communication Products
Part one of this scenario is testing the commercial power line communication 
products. The Powerline 2000 from Netgear, the TP-Link AV200 Powerline Starter kit, 
and the D-Link Powerline AV2 2000 units were used for testing. All three of these products 
advertise a data rate of 2 GB/s [11], [12], [13]. The setup is given in the block diagram in 
Figure 8 and a real-world picture of the setup can be seen in Figure 9. The network 
configuration was set to have no outside network influencing the data transfer between the 
units.  
Figure 8. Block Diagram: PLC to PLC Testing 
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Figure 9. Configuration Picture of Commercial PLC to Commercial 
PLC Configuration 
The network configuration is shown in Table 1. The PLC units were not mixed and 
only tested with their perspective units. To test for data transfer rates, the NetIO software 
was used. 
Table 1. PLC to PLC Network Configuration 
Operation Server Client 
Equipment Left PC Right PC 
IP Address 192.168.1.100 192.168.1.101 
Subnet Mask 255.255.255.0 255.255.255.0 
Default Gateway 192.168.1.1 192.168.1.1 
Prefered DNS 192.168.1.1 192.168.1.1 
 
The graphical user interface can be seen in Figure 10. The NetIO program measures 
internet control message protocol response times and network transfer rates for different 
packet sizes [18]. The program has a client and server mode. To test the performance, the 
client was placed on one side of the architecture and the server was placed on the other 
end. This can be seen in Figure 8, and the network configuration used is given in Table 1. 
The NetIO client would send multiple data packets and record the ping time, and upload 




Figure 10. NetIO Graphic User Interface. Source [18]. 
2. Testing Commercial LiFi Product 
Part two of this scenario is testing the commercial LiFi panel. During this testing, 
the Luminex LiFi panel and Lumistick II LiFi USB adapter as shown in Figures 11 and 12 
were used for testing. 
 
Figure 11. VLNcomm Luminex LiFi Panel. Source: [19]. 
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Figure 12. Lumistick II LiFi Usb Adapter. Source: [19]. 
The setup for this testing is shown in the block diagram in Figure 13 and the 
network configuration is given in Table 2. 
 
Figure 13. Block Diagram for Luminex LiFi Panel Testing 
Table 2. LiFi Network Configuration. Source: [20]. 
Operation Server Client 
Equipment Laptop Right PC 
IP Address 192.168.136.1 192.168.1.101 
Subnet Mask 255.255.255.0 255.255.255.0 
Default Gateway 192.168.136.2 192.168.1.1 
Preferred DNS 8.8.8.8 192.168.1.1 
 
The real-world setup can be seen in Figure 14. The network configuration was set 
to have no outside network influencing the data transfer between the units; this can be seen 
in Table 2 and was derived from the installation sheet given from VLNcomm. The 
commercial LiFi product works by using a HCM. It uses light for the down link and uses 
infrared LEDs for the uplink [21]. The LiFi panel requires a router to establish proper 
network configurations to pass the data between the laptop via the USB stick and the test 
computer. This testing also used the NetIO software to measure the data rates and ping 
speed for various packet sizes. 
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Figure 14. Configuration Picture of Luminex LiFi Panel Configuration 
B. SCENARIO 2: INTEGRATION OF COMMERCIAL PRODUCTS 
The next scenario for this thesis is to test the performance of a Luminex LiFi panel 
integrated with a commercial PLC product. In this testing, the Luminex LiFi panel, the 
Lumistick II USB adapter, and commercial PLC units were used. The testing is configured 
according to the block diagram shown in Figure 15. 
 
Figure 15. Block Diagram of Luminex LiFi Panel Integrated with 
Commercial Power Line Communication Units. 
The real-world implementation is shown in Figure 16 and shows the integration of 




Figure 16. Configuration Pictures of Luminex and Commercial PLC 
Units 
The purpose of this testing is to see how the integration of the LiFi and PLC 
technologies work and how they performed when integrated. The performance testing was 
conducted using the NetIO software.  
C. SCENARIO 3: INTEGRATION OF COMMERCIAL PRODUCTS WITH 
U.S. NAVY EQUIPMENT 
This scenario consists of three parts to prove that integration of commercial 
products and U.S. Navy equipment is possible. The first part describes the integration of 
commercial LiFi equipment with the U.S. Navy LED fixture. The second part takes the 
integrated product from part one and add the commercial PLC units. The final part looks 
at the integration of shipboard power cables and PLC units. 
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1. Integration of Commercial LiFi with U.S. Navy LED Fixture 
The next scenario that needed to be tested is the integration of the Luminex LiFi 
panel with U.S. Navy Equipment. For the first part of this scenario, the goal is to integrate 
shipboard lighting with the Luminex LiFi Panel. The light fixture used from the Navy is a 
2 ft lighting fixture with white LED lights. To achieve the integration, multiple changes to 
the LiFi Panel and the Navy LED fixture needed to occur. To do this, the LiFi modulation 
circuitry from the Luminex panel needed to be removed, and the ending on the power cable 
for the navy fixture, which needed to be rewired to establish a link where it can be plugged 
into a power source such as a wall outlet. In addition, the LED driver needed to power up 
the LED lights in the fixture needed to be connected to the LiFi modulation circuitry as 
depicted in Figure 17. 
 
Figure 17. Picture of LED Driver Integration of Luminex LiFi 
Equipment with Navy LED Fixture 
The testing was setup based according to the block diagram in Figure 18 and the 
NetIO software was used to measure the data rates and ping speed to see how performance 




Figure 18. Block Diagram of Integrated Commercial LiFi Panel and 
U.S. Navy Shipboard Lighting Fixture 
In addition, Spark-IM-chat and file transfer program, FileZilla, were used to 
demonstrate the possible applications that can be used by the Navy. Spark IM chat is an 
instant messenger with many capabilities; one of its capabilities is to chat with multiple 
different users and groups [22]. The Spark IM chat client is shown in Figure 19. 
 
Figure 19. Image of Spark IM Client 
FileZilla is a cross-platform graphical file transfer protocol (FTP), SSH File 
Transfer Protocol (SFTP), and FTP over SSL (FTPS) client file management tool for 
Windows, Linux, and Mac OS X [23]. This application can be seen in Figure 20.   
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Figure 20. Image of FileZilla Client for File Transfer Application. 
Source: [23]. 
The actual integrated system can be seen in Figure 21. This system demonstrates 
the block diagram shown in Figure 18. 
 
Figure 21. Configuration Pictures of Integration of Luminex LiFi 
Equipment with Navy LED Fixture 
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2. Integration of Shipboard LED Fixture with Luminex LiFi Panel with 
Commercial PLC Units 
The next phase of this testing was adding the commercial PLC units to the 
integration of the shipboard LED fixture with the Luminex LiFi Unit. The block diagram 
and real-world pictures shown in Figures 22 and 23 demonstrates this configuration. 
 
Figure 22. Block Diagram of Integration of Shipboard LED Fixture 
with Luminex LiFi Panel with Commercial PLC Units 
 
 
Figure 23. Configuration Pictures of Integration of Commercial PLC 
Units and Integrated Navy LED Panel with Luminex LiFi Unit 
The purpose of this testing is to evaluate the performance when equipment such as 
PLC units are added to extend the communications range. In addition, the Spark chat and 
data transfer application were used to show these applications are feasible for U.S. Navy 
personnel. 
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3. Integration of Shipboard Power Cable and Commercial PLC Units 
The next phase of this testing was to evaluate the integration of the actual U.S. 
Navy shipboard power cable and the commercial PLC units. To make this possible, the 
shipboard electrical cable was modified to have power outlets on its ends. To do this, the 
copper wire needed to be pulled out and curled around a wire, and then that wire was put 
into an electrical plug outlet on both ends. This can be seen in Figure 24. Figure 25 shows 
the configuration needed to conduct the testing of the integration of a shipboard power 
cable and commercial PLC units. 
 
Figure 24. Configuration Picture of Shipboard Power Cable Integrated 
with Commercial PLC Units 
 
Figure 25. Block Diagram of Shipboard Power Cable Integrated with 
Commercial PLC Units 
This testing used the NetIO software to measure data rate performances. The testing 
also used the Spark chat and FileZilla for file transfer. 
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D. SCENARIO 4: INTEGRATION OF BOTH COMMERCIAL PRODUCTS 
AND NAVAL EQUIPMENT INTO A SINGLE SYSTEM 
The next phase of this testing was with the integrated system consisting of the 
shipboard integrated LiFi unit with the shipboard power cable and the PLC units. The block 
diagram and real-world pictures shown in Figures 26 and 27 demonstrates this 
configuration. 
 
Figure 26. Block Diagram of Full Integration of Commercial PLC 
Units with Navy Shipboard Equipment 
 
Figure 27. Picture of the Configuration of Shipboard Power Cables 
with Integrated Navy LED Panel with Luminex LiFi Unit 
The purpose of this testing is to evaluate and analyze the performance when all of 
the equipment is integrated together and to show that this a viable system that can be 
quickly and easily put onboard a U.S. Navy ship. 
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E. SCENARIO 5: ELECTROMAGNETIC RADIATION EMISSIONS OF 
COMMERCIAL POWER LINE COMMUNICATION UNITS 
The final scenario to be conducted is the electromagnetic radiation emissions 
testing of commercial PLC products. This testing shows if commercial PLC products are a 
possible security vulnerability for U.S. Navy ships due to electromagnetic radiation given 
off from the PLC units in active and inactive communication states.  
1. Commercial Power Cable and Shipboard Power Cable Emissions 
Testing with No PLC and No Signal 
Part one of this scenario is testing the commercial power cable and shipboard power 
cable for electromagnetic radiation leakage to establish a baseline for future tests when the 
PLC units are connected to the cables and when a signal is pushed through the cables. The 
testing was conducted in a Faraday cage to negate all outside signals that might possibly 
cause interference. The block diagram and real-world picture of this scenario are shown in 
Figures 28 and 29.  
 
Figure 28. Block Diagram of Power Cable and Shipboard Power 
Cable Emissions Testing with No PLC and No Signal 
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Figure 29. Picture of System Setup in Faraday Lab 
2. Power Cable and Shipboard Power Cable Emissions Testing with 
PLC Units and an Electric Load 
Part two of this scenario is testing the commercial power cable and shipboard power 
cable for electromagnetic radiation leakage with power line communication units to 
determine how much electromagnetic radiation leakage occurs when the units are plugged 
into a power source. The setup of this testing is shown via the block diagram in Figure 30. 
The testing was conducted in the Faraday cage to negate all outside signals that can 
possibly cause interference. 
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Figure 30. Block Diagram of Power Cable and Shipboard Power 
Cable Emissions Testing with PLC Units and An Electric Load 
3. Commercial Power Cable and Shipboard Power Cable Emissions 
Testing with PLC Units and Data Transfer  
Part three of this scenario is testing the commercial power cable and shipboard 
power cable for electromagnetic radiation leakage with power line communication units. 
This test sends data signals through the NetIO software with various packet sizes to see 
how much electromagnetic radiation leakage occurs. PLC units are plugged into a power 
source at varying distances (.25m, .5m and 1m). The scenario is configured in the same 
way as depicted in the block diagram in Figure 30. The testing was conducted in the 
Faraday cage to negate all outside signals that can possibly cause interference. 
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IV. MEASUREMENTS AND RESULTS 
This chapter describes the measurements and results taken from testing to answer 
the research questions. It discusses the results of all five scenarios and through the analysis, 
looks at possible reasons why the results occurred.  
A. SCENARIO I: TESTING OF COMMERCIAL PRODUCTS 
This scenario looks at the testing of commercial products by themselves prior to 
integration with other commercial products and U.S. Navy equipment. Analysis of scenario 
results considers all three PLC products used and the commercial LiFi product that was 
tested.  
1. Netgear PLC Testing/Results 
The Netgear PLC product has an advertised data speed of two gigabits [11]; 
however, when the power line communication units were tested in the lab using the NetIO 
client, the average transmission and receiving speeds were 187.488 MB/s and 181.824 MB/
s, respectively, as shown in Table 3, and Figure 31. This is only 9% of the advertised 
performance since the advertised performance is 2 gigabytes. 
Table 3. NetIO Netgear PLC Testing 
Netgear 
PLC Results NetIO Avg Result Ping (ms) 
Packet size TX (MB/s) RX(MB/s) Packet size Round trip time 
1k 206.584 194.56 32b 3.8 
2k 183.584 181.2 64b 3.7 
4k 184.696 181.112 128b 3.6 
8k 183.512 179.408 256b 3.7 
16k 183.504 177.256 512b 4.2 
32k 183.072 177.536 1024b 4.1 




Figure 31. Netgear PLC NetIO Speed Test Overall Avg 
In addition, the Netgear PLC product had an average ping time of 4 milliseconds 
as shown in Figure 32.  
 
Figure 32. Netgear PLC NetIO Overall Average Ping Rate 
Netgear has said the data rates might vary due to distance factors, how the physical 
infrastructure of a building is constructed and connected, and possible network 
configurations/states [11]. These reasons listed above are possibilities that caused the 
degradation of the data speed. For instance, the network might have been busy since NPS 












































electrical infrastructure at NPS is old. These are possible reasons why the results are so low 
when compared to the designed specifications. 
2. TP-Link PLC Testing/Results
The TP-Link PLC product has an advertised data speed of two gigabits [12], but 
when the tests were ran through the NetIO client, the average transmission and receiving 
speeds were 185.048 Mb/s and 178.736 MB/s, respectively, given in Table 4 and 
Figure 33. This is roughly a 9% performance rate based on advertised performance. 
Table 4. NetIO TP-Link PLC Testing 
TP-Link 
PLC Results NetIO Avg Result Ping (ms) 
Packet size TX (MB/s) RX(MB/s) Packet size 
Round 
trip time 
1k 202.768 189.432 32b 3.6 
2k 180.52 176.6 64b 3.5 
4k 182.4 176.712 128b 4 
8k 181.496 176.312 256b 3.7 
16k 182.12 174.576 512b 4.3 
32k 181.008 178.808 1024b 4.1 
AVG 185.048 178.736 AVG 4 
Figure 33. TP-Link PLC NetIO Speed Test Overall Avg 
In addition, the TP-Link PLC units had an average ping time of 4 milliseconds seen 





















Figure 34. TP-Link PLC NetIO Overall Avg Ping Rate 
The TP-Link company says possible degradation to data rates are due to possible 
network configurations, noise within the electrical grid, and due to the number of users on 
the connected network [12]. These reasons can cause impacts on the data rates and ping 
rates due to NPS network might have been busy while conducting testing, since there are 
multiple research projects and students using the network. Also, the electrical infrastructure 
at NPS is quite old and has not been updated in recent years. 
3. D-Link PLC Testing/Results 
D-Link advertised data speed was two gigabits but when the tests were ran through 
the NetIO client, the average transmission and receiving speeds were 165.016 and 160.64 
megabytes, respectively, as shown in Table 5 and Figure 28. This is roughly 8.25% of the 
advertised rate of 2 gigabytes [13].  
Table 5. NetIO D-Link PLC Testing 
D-Link PLC Results NetIO Avg Result Ping (ms) 
Packet size TX (MB/s) RX(MB/s) Packet size Round trip time 
1k 167.704 161.4 32b 4.2 
2k 165.848 161.448 64b 4.4 
4k 163.208 161.064 128b 4.4 
8k 164.352 159.512 256b 4.3 
16k 163.328 159.424 512b 4.3 
32k 165.656 161.032 1024b 4.2 





















Figure 35. D-Link PLC NetIO Speed Test Overall Avg 
The D-Link power line communication product had an average ping time of 4 












Figure 36. D-Link PLC NetIO Overall Avg Ping Rate 
The D-Link company says possible data rate degradation is due to the materials 
used in the electrical wiring, the network configuration and number of users on the network 
[13]. For instance, during testing, the network might have been busy since NPS has 
multiple research projects and students using the network during the testing and the 
electrical infrastructure at NPS is old. These are possible reasons why the results might be 










































4. Luminex LiFi Panel/Results 
The Luminex LiFi panel advertised data speeds are 70 Mb/s up and 60 Mb/s [21] 
down but when the tests were ran through the NetIO client the average transmit and receive 
speeds were 3.448 MB/S and 12.848 MB/s as shown in Figure 37 and Table 6. This is 
roughly 4.93% of the advertised download speed and 20% of the advertised upload speed.  
Table 6. NetIO Luminex LiFi Unit Testing 
Luminex LiFi 
Unit Luminex Avg Result Ping (ms) 
Packet size TX (MB/s) RX(MB/s) Packet size Round trip time 
1k 3.336 16.832 32b 51.4 
2k 3.512 17.536 64b 62.6 
4k 3.368 17.152 128b 54.8 
8k 3.184 13.104 256b 44.2 
16k 3.72 12.048 512b 37.7 
32k 3.808 9.976 1024b 28.9 
AVG 3.448 12.848 AVG 42.5 
 
 
Figure 37. Luminex NetIO Speed Test Overall Avg 
The Luminex LiFi unit had a relatively slow ping time with an average ping time 
of 42.5 milliseconds as seen in Figure 38. This can be due to the distance that the data has 

























outside the cone and was not directly underneath the panel, the LiFi unit would not transfer 
data. The panel was kept within the bounds of approximately 2.5 feet. 
 
Figure 38. Luminex NetIO Overall Avg Ping Rate 
 
5. Overall Analysis of Commercial Products 
When comparing all of the commercial products, the best product to implement 
would be the Netgear PLC unit; this is due to having lower ping rates with bigger data 
packets and transferring slightly more data as compared to the TP-Link and D-Link 
commercial products. The Netgear beats the TP-link at the 128b and 512b packet sizes, 
and then ties with the TP-Link product at 256b, 1024b, and overall avg ping for the ping 
test. In addition, as shown in Table 3 and 4, Netgear beats TP-Link in all of the categories 
in the data rate testing with the exception of the 32k packet size. The D-Link product is 
close behind the TP-Link in ping round trip times but is lagging behind in the data rate 
testing by almost 20 Mb/s in the data transmitted and 18 Mb/s in the data received 
categories; this makes it the third best option. The Luminex LiFi unit is the worse out of 
























B. SCENARIO 2: INTEGRATION OF COMMERCIAL PLC PRODUCTS 
WITH LUMINEX LIFI UNIT 
This scenario looks at the results of commercial PLC products integrated with the 
Luminex LiFi unit. The results from this scenario looks at all three PLC products used and 
compares the results found in scenario 1 to see what happens when a LiFi system is added 
to the architecture.  
1. Luminex and Netgear PLC Integrated Testing/Results  
When the Luminex LiFi unit and the Netgear PLC units were integrated together,  
the average transmit and receive data rates were 8.984 MB/s and 8.176 MB/s as in Figure 
39 and Table 7. This is small compared to the data rate from just PLC or just LiFi testing. 
This can be caused by the network configuration within the Luminex LiFi and Netgear 
router.  
 
Table 7. NetIO Luminex LiFi Unit and Netgear PLC Testing 
Luminex LiFi and 
Netgear PLC Results NetIO AVG Result Ping (ms) 
Packet size TX (MB/s) RX(MB/s) 
Packet 
size Round trip time 
1k 8.592 10.816 32b 56.8 
2k 8.768 9.52 64b 61.2 
4k 9.496 6.376 128b 65.4 
8k 9.376 8.192 256b 43.9 
16k 8.856 6.704 512b 33.7 
32k 8.912 7.456 1024b 34.4 
AVG 8.984 8.176 AVG 49.3 
41 
 
Figure 39. Luminex and Netgear PLC NetIO Speed Test Overall 
Average 
Looking at the ping rate, the rate increased drastically from 4 milliseconds in Table 
3 to roughly 49 milliseconds as shown in Figure 40 when the system was integrated with a 
LiFi unit. This is possibly due to the different components integrating in the network 
architecture and the actual distance the communication needed to travel from the client to 
the server and back. 
 











































2. Luminex and TP-Link Testing/Results 
Combining the Luminex LiFi unit and the TP-Link PLC units, the data rate again 
dropped from roughly around 180 MB/s for both the download and upload speeds as shown 
in Table 4 to 1.352 MB/s and 2.72 MB/s as seen in Figure 41 and Table 8.  
Table 8. NetIO Luminex LiFi Unit and TP-Link PLC Testing 
LiFi and TP-
Link Results NetIO AVG Result Ping (ms) 
Packet size TX (MB/s) RX(MB/s) Packet size Round trip time 
1k 1.432 2.624 32b 58.6 
2k 1.352 2.864 64b 58.3 
4k 1.376 2.944 128b 57.2 
8k 1.304 2.688 256b 56.4 
16k 1.336 2.728 512b 52.9 
32k 1.32 2.456 1024b 43 
AVG 1.352 2.72 AVG 54.5 
 
Figure 41. Luminex and TP-Link PLC NetIO Speed Test Overall 
Average 
In addition, the ping test round trip time increased compared to just using the TP-
Link PLC units. The measured ping time was 54.5 milliseconds as shown in Figure 42, and 
this is a long time compared to a 4-millisecond round trip time as shown in Table 4. The 


























Figure 42. Luminex and TP-Link PLC NetIO Average Ping Rate 
3. Luminex and D-Link Testing/Results 
Through testing, it was observed when the D-Link PLC integrated with the 
Luminex LiFi panel, the transmit and receive speeds decreased as well when the two 
commercial products were integrated compared to the results taken in Table 5.  
Table 9. NetIO Luminex LiFi Unit and D-Link PLC Testing 
Luminex and D-
Link PLC Results NetIO AVG Result Ping (ms) 





1k 1.448 2.584 32b 58.1 
2k 1.52 2.848 64b 62 
4k 1.464 2.648 128b 55.4 
8k 1.408 2.744 256b 44.4 
16k 1.448 2.6 512b 40.3 
32k 1.472 2.784 1024b 35.3 
























Figure 43. Luminex and D-Link PLC NetIO Speed Test Overall 
Average 
Also, when looking at the ping rate, the round-trip time increased to 49.2 
milliseconds as shown in Figure 44; it was 4 milliseconds as shown in Table 5 when only 
using the PLC. 
 
Figure 44. Luminex and D-Link PLC NetIO Average Ping Rate 
The decrease in data rates and the increase in round trip times are likely due to the 
communications signal traveling further because the distance traveled is increased, and the 
signal needs to go through a LiFi unit and a router, so possibly there is an issue with the 










































C. SCENARIO 3: INTEGRATION OF U.S. NAVY EQUIPMENT WITH 
COMMERCIAL PRODUCTS 
This scenario looks at the results and testing of commercial products integrated with 
U.S. Navy equipment. The first part of the scenario is looking at the results of integration 
of commercial LiFi product and a U.S. Navy Shipboard LED panel and comparing these 
results found in scenario one. The second part of the scenario is looking at the results from 
the integrated product from part one and adding commercial PLC units. The results are 
then compared to the results found in scenario two. The final part of this scenario looks at 
the results from integrating shipboard power cables and commercial PLC units. The results 
from this test are then compared to the results from scenario one. 
1. Scenario 3A: Shipboard Lighting Integrated with Commercial 
Luminex LiFi Unit Testing/Results 
When the shipboard LED panel was integrated with the Luminex LiFi panel, both 
the transmit and receive data rates dropped. The integrated shipboard lighting panel 
transmission and reception had a 9% and 64.94% reduction in speed when comparing the 
results in Table 10 and Figure 45 with Table 6. In addition, the use of a different electric 
driver to power the LEDs and LiFi unit can cause a performance degradation. This 
degradation might be caused by the different power settings from the Navy LED Driver 









Table 10. NetIO Luminex LiFi Unit Integrated with Shipboard 
Lighting Testing 
Shipboard Lighting 
and Luminex LiFi 
Integrated Results NetIO AVG Result Ping (ms) 
Packet size TX (MB/s) RX(MB/s) Packet size 
Round trip 
time 
1k 2.48 4.952 32b 58.1 
2k 3.112 4.208 64b 53.4 
4k 3.472 3.352 128b 55.2 
8k 3.328 4.288 256b 47.8 
16k 3.184 4.096 512b 44.5 
32k 3.328 6.176 1024b 41.3 
AVG 3.136 4.504 AVG 50.1 
 
Figure 45. Shipboard Lighting and Luminex LiFi Unit Integrated 

























Also, the ping round-trip time increased from 42.5 to 50.1 ms in Figure 46.  
 
Figure 46. Shipboard Lighting and Luminex LiFi Unit Integrated 
NetIO Overall Average Ping Test 
The reduction in speed and the increased round trip times can be due to the 
reduction of LED lights in the Navy LED fixture as compared to the commercial LiFi 
panel. 
2. Scenario 3B: Integration of Shipboard Lighting with Luminex LiFi 
Panel and PLC Units Testing/Results  
This scenario looks at the results from the integrated system from three alpha and 
add commercial PLC units. The first part looks at the results from adding Netgear PLC 
units. The second part looks at the results when TP-Link PLC units are added. The final 
part looks at the results when the D-Link units are added. These results are compared to 
the results from scenario two. 
a. Shipboard Lighting Integrated with Luminex LiFi Unit and Netgear 
PLC Testing/Results 
As shown in Figure 47 and Table 11, there was a reduction in the transmit and 























PLC. The average transmit rate dropped from 8.894 MB/s to 1.472 MB/s which is a 
reduction of 83.45%. The average reception rate dropped from 8.176 MB/s to  
2.752 MB/s. This turns out to be a reduction of 66.34%.  
Table 11. NetIO Luminex LiFi Unit Integrated with Shipboard 
Lighting and Netgear PLC Testing 
Shipboard Lighting 
Integrated with Luminex 
LiFi Unit and Netgear 
PLC 
 Results NetIO AVG Result Ping (ms) 
Packet size TX (MB/s) RX(MB/s) 
Packet 
size Round trip time 
1k 1.36 2.616 32b 54.6 
2k 1.448 2.728 64b 52.7 
4k 1.456 2.8 128b 48.6 
8k 1.456 2.744 256b 43 
16k 1.576 2.824 512b 39.5 
32k 1.544 2.76 1024b 41.3 
AVG 1.472 2.752 AVG 46.7 
 
Figure 47. Shipboard Lighting, Luminex LiFi Unit, and Netgear PLC 
Integrated NetIO Speed Test Overall Average 
49 
In addition, the round-trip ping time decreased from 49.3 to 46.7 ms, which is faster by 
5.27% when comparing Figure 48 to Table 7. 
 
Figure 48. Shipboard Lighting, Luminex LiFi Unit, and Netgear PLC 
Integrated NetIO Overall Average Ping Test 
b. Shipboard Lighting Integrated with Luminex LiFi Unit and TP-Link 
PLC Testing/Results 
As shown in Table 12 and Figure 49, there was a slight increase in the transmit and 
receive speed as compared to the Luminex panel integrated with the TP-Link PLC. The 
average transmission rate increased from 1.352 MB/s to 1.496 MB/s which is an increase 
of 10.65%; the average reception  rate increased from 2.72 MB/s to 2.8 MB/s. This turns 



























Table 12. NetIO Luminex LiFi Unit Integrated with Shipboard 
Lighting and TP-Link PLC Testing 
 
Figure 49. Shipboard Lighting, Luminex LiFi Unit, and TP-Link PLC 
Integrated NetIO Speed Test Overall Average 
The round trip ping time decreased from 54.5 milliseconds to 46.2 milliseconds 























Luminex LiFi Unit 
and TP-Link PLC 
 Results NetIO AVG Result Ping (ms) 
Packet size TX (MB/s) RX(MB/s) Packet size Round trip time 
1k 1.448 2.664 32b 68.5 
2k 1.456 2.92 64b 62.5 
4k 1.472 2.808 128b 55.6 
8k 1.472 2.848 256b 41 
16k 1.56 2.664 512b 25.3 
32k 1.536 2.856 1024b 24.3 
AVG 1.496 2.8 AVG 46.2 
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Figure 50. Shipboard Lighting, Luminex LiFi Unit, and TP-Link PLC 
Integrated NetIO Overall Average Ping Test 
c. Shipboard Lighting Integrated with Luminex LiFi Unit and D-Link PLC 
Testing/Results 
As shown in Table 13 and Figure 51, there was a decrease in the transmit speed and 
a slight increase in the receive speed as compared to the Luminex panel integrated with the 
D-Link PLC. The downlink for the system is light and the uplink is infrared. Light travels 
faster than infrared and this could be the reason why the received data speed is faster than 
the transmitted speed. The average transmission rate decreased from 1.448 MB/s to 1.208 
MB/s, which is a decrease of 16.57%. On the receive side, the rate increased from 2.696 































Table 13. NetIO Luminex LiFi Unit Integrated with Shipboard 
Lighting and D-Link PLC Testing 
Shipboard Lighting 
Integrated with 
Luminex LiFi Unit 
and D-Link PLC 
 Results NetIO AVG Result Ping (ms) 





1k 1.44 2.648 32b 58 
2k 1.472 2.792 64b 54 
4k 1.552 2.824 128b 55.5 
8k 1.576 2.816 256b 39.5 
16k 1.544 2.72 512b 39.5 
32k 1.544 2.744 1024b 35.2 
AVG 1.208 2.744 AVG 47 
 
Figure 51. Shipboard Lighting, Luminex LiFi Unit, and D-Link PLC 
Integrated NetIO Speed Test Overall Average 
When looking at the round-trip ping times, the ping return was faster. This can be 
seen from the decrease of 49.2 milliseconds in Table 9 to 47 milliseconds as shown in 






















Figure 52. Shipboard Lighting, Luminex LiFi Unit, and D-Link PLC 
Integrated NetIO Overall Average Ping Test 
d. Overall Analysis of Integrated LiFi Panel with Added Commercial PLC 
Units 
When integrating the Luminex panel with the shipboard LED panel and adding a 
PLC unit, the transmission speed using the NetIO client was slower for both the Netgear 
and D-Link integrated systems while the TP-Link system showed an increase. The receive 
speed from the NetIO testing showed a decrease for the Netgear system but slight increases 
for the TP-Link and D-link systems. The overall average round trip ping time increased for 
all three configurations. All configurations were able to pass data, chat, and transfer files.  
3. Scenario 3C: Integration of Shipboard Power Cable and PLC Units 
Testing/Results 
This scenario looks at the results from the integration of commercial PLC units and 
shipboard power cables. The first part looks at the results from integrating the shipboard 
power cables and Netgear PLC units. The second part looks at the results when shipboard 
power cables and TP-Link PLC units are integrated. The final part looks at the results when 
shipboard power cables and D-Link PLC units are integrated. These results are compared 























a. Shipboard Power Cable Integrated with Netgear PLC Testing/Results 
When comparing the Netgear PLC connected to the shipboard power cable to the 
original Netgear PLC units from scenario one, the data rates were slightly slower and the 
ping rates were similar. For instance, the original average transmit was 187.488 MB/s from 
Table 3, and it decreased to 184.536 MB/s, shown in Table 14 and Figure 53, which shows 
a reduction of 1.57%. The original average receive speed was 181.824 MB/s from Table 3, 
and it decreased to 176.512 MB/s shown in Table 14, which shows a reduction of 2.92%. 
Table 14. Shipboard Power Cable Integrated with Netgear PLC Unit 
NetIO Testing 
Shipboard Power Cable 
Integrated with Netgear 
PLC Results NetIO AVG Result Ping (ms) 





1k 199.24 180.928 32b 3.9 
2k 177.824 175.096 64b 3.8 
4k 181.64 175.632 128b 4 
8k 182.312 175.888 256b 4 
16k 183.016 175.576 512b 4.1 
32k 183.16 176.392 1024b 4.1 
AVG 184.536 176.512 AVG 4 
 
Figure 53. Shipboard Power Cable Integrated with Netgear PLC 
























The average round trip ping time is 4 milliseconds as seen in Figure 54, and it is the same 
as the average ping time for the Netgear PLC in Table 3. When looking at the tests with 
different packet sizes, the NPS electrical cabling with Netgear PLC has equal or better 
performances in all categories with the exception of the 512b packet test. 
 
Figure 54. Shipboard Power Cable Integrated with Netgear PLC 
NetIO Overall Avg Ping Rate 
b. Shipboard Power Cable Integrated with TP-Link PLC Testing/Results 
When comparing the TP-Link PLC connected to the shipboard power cable to the 
original PLC units measured in scenario one, the data rates were slightly slower and the 
ping rates were similar. For instance, the original average transmit speed was 185.048 MB/
s from Table 4, and it decreased to 182 MB/s, which is a reduction of 1.67%. The original 
average receive speed was 178.736 MB/s from Table 4, and it decreased to 176.84 MB/s, 





Table 15. Shipboard Power Cable Integrated with TP-Link PLC Unit 
NetIO Testing 
Shipboard Power Cable 





size Round trip time 
1k 193.936 180.392 32b 4.1 
2k 175.384 175.768 64b 4 
4k 180.352 176.024 128b 4 
8k 181.272 175.392 256b 4 
16k 181.52 176.536 512b 4 
32k 182.768 177.616 1024b 4 
AVG 182 176.84 AVG 4 
 
Figure 55. Shipboard Power Cable Integrated with TP-Link PLC 
NetIO Speed Test Overall Average 
The average round trip ping time is 4 milliseconds as shown in Figure 56 and Table 15, 
and it is the same as the average ping time for the TP-Link PLC in Table 4, but when 
looking at the tests with different packet sizes, the NPS electrical cabling with TP-Link 
PLC system was better in all categories or equal to with the exception of the 512b, and the 























Figure 56. Shipboard Power Cable Integrated with TP-Link PLC 
NetIO Overall Average Ping Test 
c. Shipboard Power Cable Integrated with D-Link PLC Testing/Results 
When comparing the D-Link PLC connected via the shipboard power cable to the 
original D-Link PLC units in scenario one, the data rates were slightly better and the ping 
rates were similar. For instance, the original average transmit speed was 165.016 MB/s 
from Table 5, and it increased to 165.84 MB/s as shown in Figure 57 and Table 16, which 
shows an increase by 0.49%. The original average receive speed was 160.64 MB/s from 
Table 5, and it decreased to 162.624 MB/s as shown in Table 16, which shows an increase 
of 1.23%.  
Table 16. Shipboard Power Cable Integrated with D-Link PLC Unit 
NetIO Testing 
Shipboard Power 
Cable Integrated with 
D-Link PLC Results NetIO AVG Result Ping (ms) 
Packet size TX (MB/s) RX(MB/s) 
Packet 
size Round trip time 
1k 167.4 161.856 32b 4 
2k 165.072 162.04 64b 4.5 
4k 164.44 162.36 128b 4.2 
8k 165.464 161.984 256b 4.2 
16k 166.072 162.144 512b 3.9 
32k 166.672 162.984 1024b 4.2 





















Figure 57. Shipboard Power Cable Integrated with D-Link PLC NetIO 
Speed Test Overall Average 
The average round trip ping times is 4 milliseconds as shown in Figure 58, and it is the 
same as the average ping time for the D-Link PLC. However, when looking at tests with 
different packet sizes, the integrated shipboard power cable and D-Link PLC units results 
were equal or better to in all categories except the 64b packet test. 
 
Figure 58. Shipboard Power Cable Integrated with D-Link PLC NetIO 
Overall Average Ping Test 
d. Overall Analysis of Integration of Shipboard Power Cable and 
Commercial PLC Units 
When the ship power cable was added to the testing, the average ping time remained 







































the Netgear and TP-Link product showed a decreased in speed while the D-Link had a 
small gain in speed. The losses of speed of the two products were fairly small with the 
biggest being no more than 2.9%. All configurations were able to pass data, conduct chat 
operations, and transfer files.  
D. SCENARIO 4: FULLY INTEGRATED COMMERCIAL AND U.S. NAVY 
SYSTEM 
This scenario looks at the results from the integration of all commercial products 
and U.S. Navy equipment. The results from this testing are compared to the results found 
in scenario two with the integrated LiFi product and adding the commercial PLC units to 
the system.  
1. Luminex Integrated with Shipboard Lighting Fixture And Shipboard 
Power Cable Integrated with Netgear PLC Testing/Results 
When comparing the fully integrated system with Netgear PLC units to the results 
from scenario three bravo, the overall average transmission went from 1.472 MB/ to 1.704 
MB/s as shown in Table 17 and Figure 59. This is an increase of 15.76%. On the receive 
side, the overall average transmission went from 2.752 MB/s to 2.624 MB/s as shown in 










Table 17. Luminex LiFi Unit Integrated with Shipboard lighting, 
Shipboard Power Cable, Integrated with Netgear PLC 
Luminex LiFi unit 
integrated with Shipboard 
lighting And Shipboard 
Power Cable Integrated 
with Netgear PLC 
 Results NetIO AVG Result Ping (ms) 
Packet size TX (MB/s) RX(MB/s) Packet size 
Round 
trip time 
1k 1.904 2.536 32b 52.4 
2k 1.632 2.64 64b 51.1 
4k 1.72 2.64 128b 38.4 
8k 1.672 2.672 256b 37.8 
16k 1.624 2.664 512b 36.8 
32k 1.736 2.6 1024b 35.1 
AVG 1.704 2.624 AVG 41.9 
 
Figure 59. Luminex LiFi Unit Integrated with Shipboard Lighting, 
Shipboard Power Cable, and Netgear PLC NetIO Speed Test Overall 
Average 
The average ping time observed was 41.9 milliseconds shown in Figure 60, 
compared to 46.7 milliseconds from Table 11 from the results in scenario three bravo. 
When adding the shipboard power cable, there was a decrease of 4.8 milliseconds, which 



















Figure 60. Luminex LiFi Unit Integrated with Shipboard Lighting, 
Shipboard Power Cable, and Netgear PLC NetIO Overall Average Ping Rate 
2. Luminex Integrated with Ship Lighting And Shipboard Power Cable 
Integrated with TP-Link PLC Testing/Results 
When comparing the fully integrated system with TP-Link PLC units to the results 
from scenario three bravo, the overall average transmission went from 1.496 MB/s from 
Table 12 to 1.952 MB/s as shown in Table 18 and Figure 61. This is an increase of 30.48%. 
On the receive side, the overall average transmission went from 2.8 MB/s to 2.808 MB/s 































Table 18. Luminex LiFi Unit Integrated with Shipboard Lighting, 





Cable Integrated With 
TP-Link PLC 
 Results NetIO AVG Result Ping (ms) 





1k 1.912 2.576 32b 54.2 
2k 1.912 2.896 64b 58.5 
4k 1.984 2.84 128b 49.3 
8k 1.968 2.848 256b 34.7 
16k 2.016 2.888 512b 36.7 
32k 1.992 2.744 1024b 22.8 
AVG 1.952 2.808 AVG 42.9 
 
Figure 61. Luminex LiFi Unit Integrated with Shipboard Lighting, 
Shipboard Power Cable, and TP-Link PLC NetIO Speed Test Overall 
Average 
For the average ping time observed was 46.2 milliseconds as shown in Table 12 
compared to the 42.9 milliseconds from Figure 62. When adding the shipboard power 
cable, there was a decrease of approximately 3.3 milliseconds, which turns to be a reduction 























Figure 62. Luminex LiFi unit integrated with Shipboard lighting, 
Shipboard Power Cable, Integrated with TP-Link PLC 
3. Luminex Integrated with Ship lighting And Shipboard Power Cable 
Integrated with D-Link PLC Testing/Results 
When comparing the fully integrated system with D-Link PLC units to the results 
from scenario three bravo, the overall average transmission went from 1.208 MB/s in Table 
13 to 1.936 MB/s as shown in Figure 63 and Table 19. This is an increase of 60.26%. On 
the receive side, the overall average transmission went from 2.744 MB/s in Table 13 to 
2.808 MB/s as shown in Table 18, which is an increase of 2.33%.  
Table 19. Luminex LiFi Unit Integrated with Shipboard Lighting, 
Shipboard Power Cable, Integrated with D-Link PLC 
Luminex Integrated 
with Shipboard Lighting 
and Shipboard Power 
Cable Integrated with 
D-Link PLC 
 Results NetIO AVG Result Ping (ms) 
Packet size 
TX (MB/
s) RX(MB/s) Packet size Round trip time 
1k 1.88 2.688 32b 58.7 
2k 2.016 2.912 64b 56.9 
4k 1.944 2.864 128b 54.9 
8k 1.904 2.8 256b 45.1 
16k 1.96 2.768 512b 35.5 
32k 1.944 2.84 1024b 44.6 
























Figure 63. Luminex LiFi Unit Integrated with Shipboard Lighting, 
Shipboard Power Cable, and D-Link PLC NetIO Speed Test Overall Average 
For the average ping time observed was 47 milliseconds in Table 13 as compared to 49.3 
milliseconds in Figure 64. When adding the shipboard power cable, there was an increase 
of approximately 2.3 milliseconds, which is equivalent to 4.89% increase. 
 
Figure 64. Luminex LiFi Unit Integrated with Shipboard Lighting, 
Shipboard Power Cable, and D-Link PLC NetIO Overall Average Ping Rate 
4. Overall Analysis of Fully Integrated Commercial and U.S. Navy 
System 
When comparing the fully integrated Navy LiFi with the various commercial PLC 
units, all of the transmission speeds increase drastically. The receive speed was only slower 











































Link units that were integrated with the Navy equipment both had positive speed increases. 
On the note of average ping rate, the fully integrated navy equipment with the D-Link PLC 
units was the only system that had a decreased round-trip ping time. This can be due to the 
ship cabling having a better connection and due to thicker copper cables as compared to 
the old electrical cabling within the walls at NPS. Based on the data from the cases above, 
it can be stated that there is a strong possibility that the PLC to Ethernet router handshake 
can cause a drop in performance. All three units are able to pass data, conduct chat 
operations, and do file transfers. 
E. SCENARIO 5: ELECTROMAGNETIC RADIATION EMISSIONS OF 
COMMERCIAL POWER LINE COMMUNICATION UNITS  
This scenario looks at the results of the electromagnetic radiation emissions of the 
commercial PLC units. This scenario has results for three parts. The first part discusses the 
results from the testing of just the commercial power cable and shipboard power cable. The 
second part examines the results from the commercial power cable and shipboard power 
cable with commercial PLC units added, but there is no communications signal sent. In the 
third and final test the results of data transferred between the commercial PLC units is 
analyzed. 
1. Commercial Power Cable and Shipboard Power Cable Baseline 
Emissions Testing/Results 
The first part of this testing looks at the results of the electromagnetic radiation 
emitted by the commercial power cable with no data transfer and no PLC units. The second 
part of this testing looks at the emissions from the shipboard power cable with no data 
transferred and no PLC units attached. 
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a. Commercial Power Cable Baseline Emissions Testing/Results 
 
Figure 65. Standard Power Cable Baseline Emissions Testing 
b. Shipboard Power Cable Baseline Emissions Testing/Results 
 
Figure 66. Shipboard Power Cable Baseline Emissions Testing 
Figures 65 and 66 show the noise given off from the shipboard and commercial 
power cables; they both have a peak of -70 dBm, which is equivalent to 1e-10 W. 
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2. Commercial PLC Units Integrated with Commercial Cabling 
Emissions Testing/Results 
This part of the testing looks at the results with the commercial PLC units integrated 
with the commercial power cabling, but with no data being transferred. The Netgear PLC 
units were tested first, then the TP-Link, and then D-Link. The results looked for max peak 
and trends. The measurements on the spectrum analyzer are at a distance of 0.15 m away. 
a. Netgear PLC with Commercial Cable with Electrical Load and No 
Communications Signa Emissions Testing/Results 
 
Figure 67. Netgear PLC with Commercial Cabling with Electrical 
Load and No Communications Signal Emissions Testing 
The highest peak is roughly -50 dBm and occurs roughly at 33 MHz, which 
corresponds to 1e-8W.  
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b. TP-Link PLC with Commercial Cable with Electrical Load and No 
Communications Signa Emissions Testing/Results 
 
Figure 68. TP-Link PLC with Commercial Cabling with Electrical 
Load and No Communications Signal Emissions Testing 
The highest peaks are roughly -50 dBm and occur roughly at 26 and 33 MHz, which 
corresponds to 1e-8 W. 
c. D-Link PLC with Commercial Cabling with Electrical Load and No 
Communications Signal Emissions Testing/Results 
 
Figure 69. D-Link PLC with Commercial Cabling with Electrical 
Load and No Communications Signal Emissions Testing 
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The highest peaks are roughly -50 dBm and occurs roughly at 12, 26, and 33 MHz, 
which corresponds to 1e-8 W. 
3. Shipboard Power Cable with PLCs Testing/Results 
This part of the testing looks at the results with the commercial PLC units integrated 
with the shipboard power cabling, but with no data being transferred. The Netgear PLC 
units were tested first, then the TP-Link, and then D-Link. The results looked for max peak 
and trends. The measurements on the spectrum analyzer are at a distance of 0.15 m away. 
a. Netgear PLC with Shipboard Power Cable with No Communications 
Signal Emissions Testing/Results 
 
Figure 70. Netgear PLC with Shipboard Power Cable with No 
Communications Signal Emissions Testing 
The highest peak is roughly -50 dBm and occurs roughly at 30 MHz, which 
corresponds to 1e-8 W. 
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b. TP-Link PLC with Shipboard Power Cable with No Communications 
Signal Emissions Testing/Results 
 
Figure 71. TP-Link PLC with Shipboard Power Cable with No 
Communications Signal Emissions Testing 
The highest peaks are roughly -50 dBm and occur roughly at 12, 26, and 33 MHz, 
which corresponds to 1e-8 W. 
c. D-Link PLC with Shipboard Power Cable with No Communications 
Signal Emissions Testing/Results 
 
Figure 72. D-Link PLC with Shipboard Power Cable with No 
Communications Signal Emissions Testing 
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The highest peak is roughly -50 dBm and occurs roughly at 31 MHz, which 
corresponds to 1e-8 W. 
d. Overall Analysis of Commercial and Shipboard Power Cable Integrated 
with Commercial PLC Units with No Data Transfer 
For all six cases, the magnitude is roughly -50 dBm, which corresponds to 1e-8 W. 
This is a fairly small amount of electromagnetic radiation being emitted. All of these plots 
show that the vulnerability is fairly low since the electromagnetic radiation from the signal 
has to penetrate multiple steel bulkheads since the PLC units are implemented in an indoor 
structure. 
4. Commercial PLC Units Integrated with Commercial Power Cabling 
Emissions with Active Communications Signal Testing/Results 
For this case the results are for commercial PLC units with commercial power 
cabling sending and receiving data. This case looks at the highest peaks of emitted 
electromagnetic radiation and emission trends as the distances increase in range. 
a. Netgear 
For this case the Netgear PLC units are used with commercial power cabling as the 
sensor distance moves away from the source. This case looks at the highest peaks of emitted 
electromagnetic radiation and emission trends at distances of 0.15 m, 0.3 m, and 1 m.  
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(1) Testing/Results at 0.15 m distance 
 
Figure 73. Netgear PLC Units Emissions Testing with Commercial 
Cabling and Passing Communications at 0.15 m 
The highest peak is roughly -50 dBm and occurs roughly at 35 MHz ,which 
corresponds to 1e-8 W. 
(2) Testing/Results at 0.3 m distance 
 
Figure 74. Netgear PLC Units Emissions Testing with Commercial 
Cabling and Passing Communications at 0.3 m 
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The highest peak is roughly -52 dBm and occurs roughly at 40 MHz, which 
corresponds to 6.31e-9 W. 
(3) Testing/Results at 1 m distance 
 
Figure 75. Netgear PLC Units Emissions Testing with Commercial 
Cabling and Passing Communications at 1 m 
The highest peak is roughly -65 dBm and roughly occurs at 42 MHz, which 
corresponds to 3.16e-10 W. 
(4) Overall Analysis of Netgear PLC Units Emissions Testing with 
Commercial Cabling and Passing Communications 
When looking at all three Netgear cases (measuring distances of 0.15 m, 0.3 m, and 
1 m), the emitted electromagnetic radiation dropped as the measuring distance increased. 
The drop between the peaks in the 0.15 m and the 0.3 m cases is approximately 2 dBm. 
This correlates to a change of 4% decrease in emitted electromagnetic radiation. When the 
distance of the sensor is moved to 1 m, the peak electromagnetic radiation emitted is -65 
dBm, which is a change of 15 dBm when compared to the 0.15 m case. This correlates to 
a power drop of 30% when the range is extended. In addition, when looking at the general 
plot of all three figures, it can be concluded that as the measured distance increases, the 
measured emitted electromagnetic radiation moves towards the noise floor of -90dBm. 
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b. TP-Link 
For this case the TP-Link PLC units are used with commercial power cabling as the 
sensor distance moves away from the source. This case looks at the highest peaks of emitted 
electromagnetic radiation and emission trends at distances of 0.15 m, 0.3 m, and 1 m. 
(1) Testing/Results at 0.15 m distance 
 
Figure 76. TP-Link PLC Units Emissions Testing with Commercial 
Cabling and Passing Communications at 0.15 m 
The highest peak is roughly -45 dBm and roughly occurs at 12 MHz, which 
corresponds to 3.16e-8 W. 
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(2) Testing/Results at 0.3 m distance 
 
Figure 77. TP-Link PLC Units Emissions Testing with Commercial 
Cabling and Passing Communications at 0.3 m 
The highest peak is roughly -49 dBm and roughly occurs at 12 MHz, which 
corresponds to 1.25e-8 W. 
(3) Testing/Results at 1m distance 
 
Figure 78. TP-Link PLC Units Emissions Testing with Commercial 
Cabling and Passing Communications at 1 m 
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The highest peak is roughly -52 dBm and roughly occurs at 43 MHz, which 
corresponds to 6.31e-9 W. 
(4) Overall Analysis of TP-Link PLC Units Emissions Testing with 
Commercial Cabling and Passing Communications 
When looking at all three TP-Link cases (measuring distances of 0.15 m, 0.3 m, 
and 1 m), the emitted electromagnetic radiation dropped as the measuring distance 
increased. The drop between the peaks in the 0.15 m and the 0.3 m cases is approximately 
4 dBm. This correlates to 8.89% decrease in emitted electromagnetic radiation. When the 
distance of the sensor is moved to 1 m, the peak electromagnetic radiation emitted is -52 
dBm, which is a decrease of 7 dBm when compare to the 0.15 m case. This correlates to a 
power drop of 15.56% when the range is extended. In addition, when looking at the general 
plot of all three figures, it can be concluded that as the measured distance increases, the 
measured emitted electromagnetic radiation moves towards the noise floor of -90 dBm. 
c. D-Link 
For this case the D-Link PLC units are used with commercial power cabling as the 
sensor distance moves away from the source. This case looks at the highest peaks of emitted 
electromagnetic radiation and emission trends at distances of 0.15 m, 0.3 m, and 1 m. 
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(1) Testing/Results at 0.15 m distance 
 
Figure 79. D-Link PLC Units Emissions Testing with Commercial 
Cabling and Passing Communications at 0.15 m 
The highest peak is roughly -52 dBm and roughly occurs at 18 MHz, which 
corresponds to 6.31e-9 W. 
(2) Testing/Results at 0.3 m distance 
 
Figure 80. D-Link PLC Units Emissions Testing with Commercial 
Cabling and Passing Communications at 0.3 m 
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The highest peak is roughly -48 dBm and roughly occurs at 41 MHz, which 
corresponds to 1.58e-8 W. 
(3) Testing/Results at 1 m distance 
 
Figure 81. D-Link PLC Units Emissions Testing with Commercial 
Cabling and Passing Communications at 1 m 
Peak is roughly -55 dBm and roughly occurs at 12 MHz, which corresponds to 
3.16e-9W. 
(4) Overall Analysis of D-Link PLC Units Emissions Testing with Commercial 
Cabling and Passing Communications 
When looking at all three D-Link cases (measuring distances of 0.15 m, 0.3 m, and 
1 m), the emitted electromagnetic radiation dropped as the measuring distance increased. 
The drop between the peaks in the 0.15 m and the 0.3 m case is approximately 4 dBm. This 
correlates to 8.89% increase in emitted electromagnetic radiation. When the distance of the 
sensor is moved out to 1 m, the peak electromagnetic radiation emitted is shown to be -55 
dBm, which is a decrease of 3 dBm when compared to the 0.15 m case. This correlates to 
a power drop of 5.77% when the range is extended. In addition, when looking at the general 
plot of all three figures, it can be concluded that as the measured distance increases the 
measured emitted electromagnetic radiation moves towards the noise floor of -90dBm. 
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d. Overall Analysis of Commercial PLC Unit Emissions Testing with 
Commercial Cabling and Passing Communications 
When looking at the three types of PLC units combined with commercial power 
cabling, as the distance increases the amount of electromagnetic radiation that can be 
detected decreases. In addition, the electromagnetic radiation of the Netgear product is the 
best product due to having only given off an emission of -65 dBm peak at 1 m and the 
overall emissions spectrum is more compressed. 
5. Shipboard Power Cable Integrated with PLCs with Active 
Communications Signal Testing/Results 
For this case the results are for commercial PLC units with shipboard power cabling 
sending and receiving data. This case looks at the highest peaks of emitted electromagnetic 
radiation and emission trends as the distances increase in range. 
a. Netgear 
For this case the Netgear PLC units are used with shipboard power cabling as the 
sensor distance moves away from the source. This case looks at the highest peaks of emitted 
electromagnetic radiation and emission trends at distances of 0.15 m, 0.3 m, and 1 m. 
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(1) Testing/Results at 0.15 m distance 
 
Figure 82. Netgear PLC Units Emissions Testing with Shipboard 
Power Cabling and Passing Communications at 0.15 m 
The highest peak is roughly -45 dBm and roughly occurs at 36 MHz ,which 
corresponds to 3.16e-8W. 
(2) Testing/Results at 0.3 m distance 
 
Figure 83. Netgear PLC Units Emissions Testing with Shipboard 
Power Cabling and Passing Communications at 0.3 m 
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The highest peak is roughly -52 dBm and roughly occurs at 40 MHz, which 
corresponds to 6.31e-9 W. 
(3) Testing/Results at 1 m distance 
 
Figure 84. Netgear PLC Units Emissions Testing with Shipboard 
Power Cabling and Passing Communications at 1 m 
The highest peak is roughly -65 dBm and roughly occurs at 41 MHz, which 
corresponds to 3.16e-10W. 
(4) Overall Analysis of Netgear PLC Units Emissions Testing with Shipboard 
Power Cabling and Passing Communications 
When looking at all three Netgear cases, the drop between the peaks in the 0.15 m 
and the 0.3 m cases is approximately 7dBm. This correlates to a decrease of 15.56% in 
electromagnetic radiation emitted. When the distance of the sensor is moved further out to 
1 m, the peak emitted electromagnetic radiation is at -65 dBm, which is a decrease of 20 
dBm when compared to the 0.15 m case. This correlates to a power drop of 44.44% when 
measuring distance increased. In addition, when looking at the general plot of all three 
figures, it can be concluded that as the measured distance increases the measured emitted 
electromagnetic radiation moves towards the noise floor of -90dBm. 
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b. TP-Link 
For this case the TP-Link PLC units are used with shipboard power cabling as the 
sensor distance moves away from the source. This case looks at the highest peaks of emitted 
electromagnetic radiation and emission trends at distances of 0.15 m, 0.3 m, and 1 m. 
(1) Testing/Results at 0.15 m distance 
 
Figure 85. TP-Link PLC Units Emissions Testing with Shipboard 
Power Cabling and Passing Communications at 0.15 m 
The highest peak is roughly -52 dBm and roughly occurs at 36 MHz, which 
corresponds to 6.31e-9 W. 
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(2) Testing/Results at 0.3 m distance 
 
Figure 86. TP-Link PLC Units Emissions Testing with Shipboard 
Power Cabling and Passing Communications at 0.3 m 
The highest peak is roughly -50 dBm and roughly occurs at 40 MHz, which 
corresponds to 1e-8 W. 
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(3) Testing/Results at 1 m distance 
 
Figure 87. TP-Link PLC Units Emissions Testing with Shipboard 
Power Cabling and Passing Communications at 1 m 
The highest peak is roughly -62 dBm and roughly occurs at 41 MHz, which 
corresponds to 6.31e-10 W. 
(4) Overall Analysis of TP-Link PLC Units Emissions Testing with Shipboard 
Power Cabling and Passing Communications 
When looking at all three TP-Link cases, the increase between the peaks in the 0.15 
m and the 0.3 m case is approximately 2 dBm. This correlates to an increase of 3.85% in 
electromagnetic radiation emitted. When the distance of the sensor is moved out to 1 m, 
the peak emitted electromagnetic radiation is at -62 dBm, which is a decrease of 10 dBm 
when compared to the 0.15 m case. This correlates to a power drop of 19.23% when 
measuring distance increased. In addition, when looking at the general plot of all three 
figures, it can be concluded that as the measured distance increases the measured emitted 
electromagnetic radiation moves towards the noise floor of -90 dBm. 
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c. D-Link 
For this case the D-Link PLC units are used with shipboard power cabling as the 
sensor distance moves away from the source. This case looks at the highest peaks of emitted 
electromagnetic radiation and emission trends at distances of 0.15 m, 0.3 m, and 1 m. 
(1) Testing/Results at 0.15 m distance 
 
 
Figure 88. D-Link PLC Units Emissions Testing with Shipboard 
Power Cabling and Passing Communications at 0.15 m 
The highest peak is roughly -52 dBm and roughly occurs at 36 MHz, which 









(2) Testing/Results at 0.3 m distance 
 
 
Figure 89. D-Link PLC Units Emissions Testing with Shipboard 
Power Cabling and Passing Communications at 0.3 m 
The highest peak is roughly -51 dBm and roughly occurs at 40 MHz, which 
corresponds to 7.94e-9 W. 
(3) Testing/Results at 1 m distance 
 
Figure 90. D-Link PLC Units Emissions Testing with Shipboard 
Power Cabling and Passing Communications at 1 m 
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The highest peak is roughly -65 dBm and roughly occurs at 41 MHz, which 
corresponds to 3.16e-10 W. 
(4) Overall Analysis of D-Link PLC Units Emissions Testing with Shipboard 
Power Cabling and Passing Communications 
When looking at all three D-Link cases, the increase between the peaks in the 0.15 
m and the 0.3 m cases is approximately 1 dBm. This correlates to an increase of 1.92% 
increase in electromagnetic radiation emitted. When the distance of the sensor is moved 
out to 1 m, the peak electromagnetic radiation emitted is at -65 dBm, which is a decrease 
of 13 dBm when compared to the 0.15 m case. This correlates to a power drop of 25% 
when measuring distance increased. In addition, when looking at the general plot of all 
three figures, it can be concluded that as the measured distance increases, the measured 
emitted electromagnetic radiation moves towards the noise floor of -90 dBm. 
d. Overall Analysis of Commercial PLC Unit Emissions Testing with 
Shipboard Power Cabling and Passing Communications 
When looking at the three types of PLC units combined with shipboard power 
cabling, as the distance increases the amount of electromagnetic radiation that can be 
detected decreases. The Netgear PLC seems to be the best out of the three. Although all 
three of the PLCs has an emitted electromagnetic radiation of -65 dBm at 1 m, the Netgear 
PLC has overall flatter and smaller curves than the D-Link case giving it a better 
performance than the D-Link and TP-Link cases.  
Overall, as the measured distance increased, the measured emitted electromagnetic 
radiation decreased; at measured distance of 0.15 m, the emitted power was in the nanowatt 
range and got smaller as the measured distance increased from 0.15 m to 1 m. There was 
only one case where commercial power cable outperforms the shipboard power cable; this 
is when Netgear PLC was measured at 0.15 m that the emitted electromagnetic radiation is 
at -45 dBm for shipboard power cable and -50 dBm for commercial power cable. There 
were multiple cases where the peak performances were the same, i.e., Netgear PLC 
measured at 0.3 m and 1 m as well as D-Link PLC at 0.15 m; for the other cases, such as 
the TP-Link at 0.15, 0.3, and 1 m and the D-Link at 0.3 and 1 m cases, the ship board power 
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cable outperformed the commercial cabling. Based on this data, the current shipboard 
power cable is a better option to reduce vulnerability. This is possibly due to the extra 
shielding built into the cable. In addition, the PLC is a viable solution for interior shipboard 
application since it gives off a small amount of power, i.e., in nanowatts; is difficult to be 
detected by space assets or nearby ships that might be miles away. 
F. COST ANALYSIS 
From a cost analysis point, rewiring a ship with a new Ethernet cable is a costly 
endeavor; PLC and LiFi can help save the Navy big money. For instance, on a Tarawa 
class amphibious assault ship, there are 1,239 unclassified drops with a total of 189,111 ft. 
of Ethernet cable [24]. If we were to replace all of the cable for a newer version of cat 5 or 
cat 6, the cost is high. For instance, the navy stock number (NSN) for Navy Cat5e cable is 
6145–01-561-9040 and the part number is A7l504-1000-BLU [25]. The cost of the cable 
per 500 ft. is $99.99 from Belkin [26]. The required number of bundles needed without 
buying extra cable due to a cable being bad or frayed is exactly 378.22. Thus, the ship 
needs 503 bundles with 33% overhead to account for cabling issues and installation cuts. 
The total cost to replace the wiring without labor, engineering design costs, and other 
miscellaneous parts is $50,294.97. This number is without taxes and the typical 
government upcharge. So, assume the Navy got a deal of $85,000 for the total cable. If the 
$85,000 was used to buy only PLC units, which currently cost $109.99 from Office Depot 
[27], the ship can buy 772 packs, which equals 1,544 units. The 1,544 units fulfills the 
requirement of 1,239 unclassified drops and gives the ship an extra 305 PLC units. These 
units can sit on the shelf as spares. Having an extra 305 units on hand saves the Navy 
money and time due to not needing to order new units through the stock system, and ships 
force will not have to wait for the delivery of the new PLC units. In addition, ships force 
will be able to take advantage of the current electrical infrastructure and not need to do any 
possible ship infrastructure altercations if the ship decides to choose PLC over new 
Ethernet cabling; the PLC units are in a plug and play format. The requirement of needing 
a contractor to install each unit can be forgone and the job can be given to ships force. This 
saves the Navy the costs for contractors and give the sailors the ability to have more 
ownership and understanding of their communication equipment and networks. 
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If the Navy were to only implement LiFi units, which cost $3,710 for two units 
[28], the Navy can buy 40 units. The quantity procured is not sufficient to give the needed 
coverage since the ship requires 1,239 Ethernet unclassified drops [24]. This is due to 
current LiFi equipment being so expensive; instead of buying the extra 305 PLC units, the 
Navy can buy a few LiFi units. The ship can get four packs of LiFi equipment from 
PureLiFi. These eight LiFi units that can be used in a current morale, welfare, and 
recreation (MWR) space or for possible preventative maintenance (PMS) spaces, where a 
network LAN connection drop is not available, e.g., the engineering spaces.  
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V. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
A. CONCLUSIONS 
In conclusion, this thesis shows that the performance of current commercial 
products have low bandwidth, but are able to conduct normal day to day operations onboard 
U.S. Naval Ships such as file transfer, chat, and email. In addition, the commercial LiFi 
and PLC units were proven to be easily changeable and integrated with current navy 
equipment such as shipboard power cables and LED fixtures. In addition, the amount of 
electromagnetic radiation given off by commercial PLC units were found to be minimal 
and did not increase the ships electromagnetic footprint, thus removing and reducing 
possible vulnerability onboard. The current commercial LiFi equipment is expensive but 
as new technology comes online, the price tends to decrease and makes it even more 
feasible for the Navy to implement. In addition, current PLC units are fairly cheap off the 
shelf and can be integrated into current shipboard networks with minimal labor, and the 
security and data transfer are still within acceptable levels.  
B. RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE WORK 
This thesis focused on the feasibility and application of LiFi and PLC technologies 
on U.S. Navy Ships. The thesis proves these technologies are feasible and applicable. There 
is more work that needs to be completed to push LiFi and PLC to be actually implemented 
in a U.S. naval environment. These points are given in a bulleted format below. 
• Integrate a second LiFi panel with another ship LED fixture and look at the 
performance between the two integrated systems. 
• Look at the performance of LiFi integrated units with multiple PLC units added 
to the network architecture.  
• Test another commercial LiFi product such as PureLiFi and conduct 
performance testing.  
• Take integrated LiFi panel from NPS lab and conduct testing onboard an actual 
U.S. Navy ship. 
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• Look at different modulation schemes for LiFi or PLC units to see which 
techniques have the best performance. 
• Re-create the U.S. Navy unclassified or classified network architecture, and 
apply LiFi and PLC technologies to the architecture and see how the 
communication technologies effect the network.  
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